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Introduction – Gerard Dache
•

Experience:
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Over 20 years of quality and process improvement experience
Helped the first US based company become an ISO 9000 registrar
Led the ISO 9000 training and consulting group of Inchcape Testing Services – Intertek
Assisted over 50 organizations achieve ISO, CMM, CMMI certifications / ratings
13 years of military experience serving as both enlisted and as an officer in the infantry and army
intelligence branches.
Currently, President & owner of Common Sense Solutions, a small business (7 people) delivering
quality and process improvement services

Credentials
–

SEI Authorized
•
•
•

–

•
•

High maturity SCAMPI lead appraiser
CMMI instructor
SCAMPI class B&C team lead

ITIL foundation certified

Published numerous articles in publications including Inc. Magazine, Quality Systems
Update and Compliance Engineering Magazine
Public speaking engagements include local, national and international events including the
SEI SEPG, DC SPIN, and CM Working Groups.
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GTG Quality Improvement
• Good vs. Great Quality Programs
– Good (average)
• Complies with requirements (ISO, CMMI, others)
• Few people are complaining
• Does not cost too much

– Great (I mean really great)
• Provides tangible value to the organization
• Organization would continue the program whether
there was an external requirement or not
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Good to Great Book Summary
• How do good
organizations
become great?
• 5 year research
project
• 11 companies that outperformed their industry
by almost seven fold and sustained the growth
for over 15 years.
• The research resulted in six common features of
good to great organizations
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Level 5 Leadership
• Passion for the organization to succeed
over personal ambition
– Committed to making a long-term
contribution
– Profile of a great “Quality” leadership:
•
•
•
•
•

Personal humility vs. professional will
Cares about the people in the organization
Sets up successor for greater results
Plow horse vs. show horse
Willing to shine the light on others (but takes
personal responsibility
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First Who, Then What
“People are not your most important asset. The right
people are.”
1. Get the:
• Right people on the bus
• Wrong people off the bus
• Right people in the right seats

2. Then figure out where you want to drive that bus

• Look for qualities, not credentials
– Find people with characteristics you cannot easily instill.
– Consider work ethic, intelligence, and dedication to their values
before deeply analyzing credentials and practical skills.
– Sometimes the best team members may not have obvious
credentials – they are just the right people.
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First Who, Then What
• Examples:
– AECOM ACC GeoBase Systems Group (a
technical guy?)
– NCI – San Antonio (a proposal manager?)
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Confront the Brutal Facts
• If organizations do their due diligence and
gather all of the facts, the right path will
often unfold in front of them.
• Four ways to build a culture where the
truth is always heard:
– Lead with questions, not answers.
– Engage in dialogue and debate,
not coercion.
– Conduct autopsies without blame.
– Build “red flag” mechanisms for
turning information into information

“The Truth? You
can’t handle
the truth!”

that cannot be ignored.
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Confront the Brutal Facts (Cont.)
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Confront the Brutal Facts (Cont.)
• Opposition
– If you’re facing opposition, maybe its
because the quality program deserves to be
opposed
– Good ideas are not met with as much
resistance – maybe yours isn't…

• Examples:
– Concert Communications (looks good boss)
– US Department of State
• Construction projects – winning over opposition
• Foreign payment processing
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Hedgehog Concept
• Two strategies:
The fox schemes elaborate plans to catch the hedgehog.
The hedgehog does one thing, it curls into a ball to protect itself

• Hedgehog concept
– The “one big thing” to understand and stick to
– Core Ideology
– Three criteria
• Something you are deeply passionate about
• Best at in the world, and
• Are able to make a profit by doing.
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Hedgehog Concept: Quality (Cont.)
• Typical Organizational Objectives
– New Growth (increase sales, market-share,
customers)
– Retain Existing Customer Base
– Reduced Overhead Costs
– Increased Profit
– Decrease Risk
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Hedgehog Concept: Quality (Cont.)

Core Competencies
Trained
Resources
Proposal
Assets

Tools
Past
Performance

Process
Assets
qualified
Best
Qualified
bidder
Bidder
Business
Development

Requests for
Proposals

Execution

Lessons
Learned
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Hedgehog Concept: Quality (Cont.)

• Examples:
– Boeing Information Systems
– Brainbench
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Culture of Discipline
• Manage systems, not people.
• Why? Disciplines people, you do not
require excessive bureaucracy.
• However, discipline is cultural
• Culture is set by leadership
• Culture takes time, patience and
constancy to establish
• Examples:
– Telcom (Arlington vs. Boston)
– American Systems
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Technology Accelerator
• GtG organizations don’t react to technology fads
– Example: Drugstore.com vs. Walgreens (internet bubble)

•
•
•
•

Hedgehog principle drives results, not technology
Tools don’t make an organization successful
The culture makes the organization successful
Technology accelerates momentum, it doesn’t create it.

• Examples:
–
–
–
–

Use of tools to achieve CMMI or ISO results
Use technology to solve problems – TFS
Introduce technology thoughtfully and carefully
Select Computing, Inc. – Process Automation
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Flywheel & Doom Loop
• Momentum
– A flywheel takes relentless pushing to get it to turn
over even once, but after a while of pushing in the
same direction it starts to gain momentum until it is a
very powerful force.
– A rocket burns 90% of it’s fuel on the launch pad.
Then with the remaining 10% it leaps into space,
traveling to the moon and back at thousands of miles
per hour.
– Transformations never happen all at once. They are
the result of years of persistence. They require:
• Patience
• Consistency
• Dedication to core values
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Flywheel & Doom Loop
(Cont.)

• Examples
– CALIBRE Systems (showcase)
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Summary
• Good to Great quality programs are not the
result of a quick dash to implement a quality
standard or model and then just sit there and
maintain it.
• A great program requires:
–
–
–
–
–

Long term leadership
A dedication to supporting organizational goals
Honesty
Patience &
Consistency
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